During navigation through complex natural environments, people and animals must adapt their movements when the environment changes. The neural mechanisms of such adaptations are poorly understood, especially with respect to constraints that are unexpected and must be adapted to quickly. In this study, we recorded forelimb-related kinematics, muscle activity, and the activity of motor cortical neurons in cats walking along a raised horizontal ladder, a complex locomotion task requiring accurate limb placement. One of the crosspieces was motorized, and displaced before the cat stepped on the ladder or at different points along the cat's progression over the ladder, either towards or away from the cat. We found that, when the crosspiece was displaced before the cat stepped onto the ladder, the kinematic modifications were complex and involved all forelimb joints. When the crosspiece displaced unexpectedly while the cat was on the ladder, the kinematic modifications were minimalistic and primarily involved distal joints. The activity of M. triceps and M. extensor digitorum communis differed based on the direction of displacement. Out of 151 neurons tested, 69% responded to at least one condition; however, neurons were significantly more likely to respond when crosspiece displacement was unexpected. Most often they responded during the swing phase. These results suggest that different neural mechanisms and motor control strategies are used to overcome constraints for locomotor movements depending on whether they are known or emerge unexpectedly.
Introduction
The motor cortex is highly involved in the control of single limb movements, locomotion and posture. During locomotion, nearly all layer V neurons of the motor cortex discharge in rhythm with the step cycle (Beloozerova & Sirota, 1993a,b; Drew, 1993; Fitzsimmons et al., 2009; , and the characteristics of this activity are often specialized to the task being performed. In many behaviours, visual information about the environment must be used in order to navigate obstacles and accurately guide foot placement. The contributions of the motor cortex are essential in managing the complexities posed by irregular surfaces, including those found in the natural environment; when the motor cortex is inactivated or ablated, subjects lose the ability to successfully traverse complex terrain (Trendelenburg, 1911; Liddell & Phillips, 1944; Chambers & Liu, 1957; Beloozerova & Sirota, 1993a; Friel et al., 2007) .
During planned gait adaptations on complex terrain, preparatory kinematic adjustments are often made (Mohagheghi et al., 2004) and, frequently, the smallest kinematic adjustments that are sufficient to overcome environmental complexities are preferred . Such anticipatory adjustments are thought to be driven through integration of feedforward and feedback signals (Drew et al., 1996) . However, many natural behaviours require adaptations to changes in the environment that are dynamic and unexpected. Preparatory movements are often impossible in these situations, and the selection of movement strategies may be constrained based on the amount of time available to accommodate the perturbation (Patla et al., 1999) . It has been suggested that planned and unplanned adaptations may be mediated through different neural pathways, as the latency of unexpected obstacle avoidance behaviours is shorter than the latency of planned movement modifications (Pettersson et al., 1997; Weerdesteyn et al., 2004) . Indeed, it was recently shown that, during reaching to unexpectedly shifting targets, differential neuronal processing occurs based on when the shift occurs (Ames et al., 2014) .
Therefore, it appears likely that the neuronal motor control strategies employed to overcome task-related constraints may be dependent on the amount of time between constraint perception and motor adaptation, as well as whether the constraint is known or unexpected. Little is known, however, about the motor control processes used to compensate for emergent or unexpected changes in the movement environment during locomotion. To investigate this function, kinematics, muscle activity, and the activity of motor cortical neurons were recorded as cats walked along a raised horizontal ladder, a complex locomotor task that required accurate limb placement. One of the crosspieces was motorized, and could be displaced either prior to the cat stepping on the ladder or at different points along the cat's progression along the ladder, either towards or away from the cat. To successfully continue along the ladder, cats needed to make a longer or shorter step. Forelimb kinematics, electromyographs, and motor cortex activity during shorter or longer steps with these various displacement timings were compared.
A brief account of a part of this study was published in abstract form .
Materials and methods
Recordings were obtained from two adult male cats (weight 5 and 3.9 kg). The methods of data collection and spike train analysis have been previously reported (Prilutsky et al., 2005; Beloozerova et al., 2010; and will be described briefly below. All experiments were conducted in accordance with NIH guidelines and with the approval of the Barrow Neurological Institute Animal Care and Use Committee.
Locomotion tasks
Positive reinforcement (food) was used to adapt cats to the experimental situation and to engage them in locomotion (Skinner, 1938; Pryor, 1975) . A walkway (2.5 m long and 0.3 m wide on each edge) served as an experimental chamber (Fig. 1A) . Cats passed sequentially and repeatedly through the two corridors of the chamber in a counter-clockwise direction. In one of the corridors, the floor was flat, whereas the other corridor contained a horizontal ladder with 10 crosspieces. The crosspieces were spaced 25 cm apart, which is half of the mean stride length observed in the chamber during locomotion on a flat floor at a self-selected pace (Beloozerova & Sirota, 1993a; Beloozerova et al., 2010) . The tops of the crosspieces were flat and 5 cm wide. The width of the crosspieces was chosen to slightly exceed the cat's mean foot length (3 cm), so that cats had full foot support on the crosspiece. The crosspieces were elevated 6 cm above the floor of the chamber. One crosspiece [the seventh from the left side of the ladder (Fig. 1A) ] was connected to an electric motor. When displaced, it was shifted 5 cm in either direction, such that there was no overlap between the crosspiece's position before and after the displacement. Displacement was completed within 145 ms of initiation. There was a yellow LED lamp on the side of the crosspiece facing the cat. It was lit as soon as the triggering of the crosspiece displacement occurred, regardless of the direction of the initiated move. This illumination attracted the cat's attention to the crosspiece when it was displacing. Auditory cues from the activation of the motor also alerted the cat to a rung displacement. Regardless of the crosspiece's displacement or the cat's performance, after each round of walking the cat received food in a feeding dish located in one of the chamber's corners.
This apparatus allowed us to compare several locomotion tasks by displacing the crosspiece at various time points along the cat's progression. Only passages where the cat stepped on the displaceable crosspiece with the right feet were studied. Seven conditions were used (Fig. 1B) , i.e. control, when the crosspiece remained in its original location, and three groups of conditions where the crosspiece was displaced either towards or away from the cat at different times along the cat's progression through the chamber, and the cat had to make a larger or smaller step to successfully traverse the ladder. In 'known displacement' (Kn) conditions, the crosspiece was displaced while the cat was at the feeder. In these conditions, the cat did not see the movement of the crosspiece, and the ladder was in its final configuration when the cat stepped onto it. The cat had two full strides, i.e. a stride from crosspiece no. 1 onto crosspiece no. 3, and a stride from crosspiece no. 3 onto crosspiece no. 5, before making a larger or smaller step to reach the displaced crosspiece no. 7. In unexpected 'long-notice' (Ul) conditions, the rung was displaced when the cat's right forelimb stepped on crosspiece no. 3. The cat had one full locomotion cycle to complete before needing to adjust. In unexpected 'short-notice' (Us) conditions, the crosspiece was displaced when the cat's right forelimb stepped on crosspiece no. 5 and the very next transfer of the forelimb had to be adjusted. A sequence of 21 conditions was repeated pseudorandomly by a computer programme, occasionally resetting at random times that were different for different experimental days and subjects. All conditions were presented an approximately equal number of times, and the cat could develop no foreknowledge of which condition would be presented. One side contained a raised horizontal ladder, with one motorized crosspiece (no. 7, red) that was displaced at different times as the cat walked in the chamber. (B) A total of seven conditions were analysed: a control condition with the crosspiece remaining in its central position, when all crosspieces were equally spaced 25 cm apart, and six test conditions when the crosspiece moved away from or towards the cat before the cat stepped on the ladder (two Kn conditions), when the cat was one stride away from it (two 'unknown' Ul displacement conditions), or during the current stride while the cat was about to initiate limb transfer to crosspiece no. 7 (two 'unknown' Us displacement conditions). Circles represent where the cat was along the ladder when the crosspiece displaced (eye symbol, visual stimulus) and when the step onto the disturbed rung was made (M, motor adaptation). (C) An example of activity of a neuron [pyramidal tract neuron (PTN) 4164] during locomotion along the ladder in the Ul long step condition.
Cats were accustomed to wearing a cotton jacket, a light backpack with connectors and pre-amplifiers for electromyographic (EMG) signals, and an electromechanical sensor on the right paw for recording the duration of the swing and stance phases of the stride. They were also trained to wear LEDs on lateral aspects of the right forelimb. The floor in the chamber and the crosspieces of the ladder were covered with an electroconductive rubberized material. During locomotion, the duration of the swing and stance phases of the right forelimb was monitored by measuring the electrical resistance between the right foot and the floor with the electromechanical sensor (Fig. 1C, bottom trace) . The passage of the cat through the beginning and end of each corridor was monitored using infrared photodiodes.
Surgical procedures
After cats were trained, surgery was performed under isoflurane anaesthesia using aseptic procedures. The skin and fascia were removed from the dorsal surface of the skull. At 10 points around the circumference of the head, stainless steel screws were screwed into the skull and connected together with a wire; they served as a fixation and a common ground. The screw heads and the wire were inserted into a plastic cast to form a circular base. Later, while searching for neurons before locomotion tests, awake cats were rigidly held by this base. The base was also used to fixate connectors, a miniature microdrive, a pre-amplifier, contacts for stimulating electrodes, and a protective cap. A portion of the skull and dura above the left motor cortex (approximately 0.6 cm 2 ) were removed. The area of the motor cortex was identified by the surface features and photographed ( Fig. 2A) . The aperture was then covered by a 1-mm-thick acrylic plate. The plate was pre-perforated with holes of 0.36 mm in diameter spaced 0.5 mm, and the holes were filled with bone wax. The plate was fastened to the surrounding bone by orthodontic resin (Densply Caulk).
For muscle activity recordings, a pair of leads constructed from Teflon-insulated multistrand stainless steel wire (AS632; Cooner Wire, Chatsworth, CA, USA) was implanted into the M. triceps lateralis and M. extensor digitorum communis. The electrode placements were verified by stimulation through the implanted wires before closure of the incision. The wires were led subcutaneously and connected to sockets on the head base. Immediately after surgery, and then at 12 h thereafter, an analgesic (buprenorphine, 0.12 mg/kg, IM) was administered intramuscularly.
Cell recording
Experiments were initiated after several days of recovery when cats resumed their normal pre-operative behaviour. The animal was positioned in the restraining device, and encouraged to take a 'sphinx' position. After the cat rested in this posture for several minutes, the base attached to the skull during surgery was fastened to an external frame so that the resting position of the head was approximated. Over several days, a number of sessions of increasing duration were used to accustom the cat to the head restrainer. Cats learned quickly to sit quietly with their head restrained. They did not seem to be disturbed by the restraint because they frequently fell asleep. Extracellular recordings were obtained using conventional tungsten varnish-insulated microelectrodes (120 lm o.d., Frederick Haer & Co.). The impedance of the electrodes was 1-3 MΩ at 1000 Hz. A custom-made lightweight (2.5 g) manual single-axis micromanipulator permanently affixed to the head base was used to advance the microelectrode (see Fig. 2E in Prilutsky et al., 2005) . Signals from the microelectrode were pre-amplified with a miniature custom-made pre-amplifier positioned on the cat's head, and then amplified with the CyberAmp 380 (Axon Instruments). After amplification, the signals were filtered (0.3-10 kHz band pass), digitized with a sampling frequency of 30 kHz, displayed on a screen, led to an audio monitor, and recorded on the hard disk of a computer by means of a data acquisition hardware and software package (Power-1401/Spike-2 System; Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). After a neuron with a good signal-to-noise ratio was isolated, the animal's head was released from the restraining device, and the cat was placed in the walking chamber. An example of a recording from a neuron during locomotion is shown in Fig. 1C .
A detailed description of the area of recording has been given previously . In brief, in the cat, the area immediately adjacent to and inside the lateral half of the cruciate sulcus is considered to be the motor cortex ( Fig. 2A) . This is based on a considerable body of data obtained by means of inactivation, stimulation and recording techniques (Nieoullon & Rispal-Padel, 1976; Vicario et al., 1983; Armstrong & Drew, 1985; Beloozerova & Sirota, 1993a; Drew, 1993; Martin & Ghez, 1993) , as well as on histological considerations (Ghosh, 1997; Myasnikov et al., 1997) . The area and depth of recording were confirmed post-mortem using reference lesions (Fig. 2C) ; at this depth, the cortex was populated with large pyramidal neurons characteristic of layer V of area 4 c (Fig. 2D ).
Motion capture and joint kinematics analysis
The mechanics of locomotion for the right forelimb were recorded using the computerized, active-marker three-dimensional real-time motion capture and analysis system Visualeyez (VZ-4000, Phoenix Technologies Inc., Canada). Six wide-angle LEDs were placed on the shaved lateral aspects of the right forelimb using double-sided adhesive tape as follows: the greater tubercle of the humerus (shoulder joint), approximate elbow joint centre, ulna styloid process (wrist joint), base of the fifth metacarpals (metacarpophalangeal joints), tip of the middle toe, and the trunk anatomical landmark the right scapula. The definitions of forelimb joint angles and the segment orientation are shown in Fig. 2B . The three-dimensional positions of LEDs were recorded at 111.1 Hz throughout the duration of the experiment. The accuracy of measuring distances on a rigid test object was better than 2.3 mm. Joint dynamics were calculated using provided functions from the VZ Analyzer software package. Kinematics were analysed using a minimum of 10 strides of the same condition, all recorded during the same testing session, and compared between the tasks.
Processing of electromyographs
Muscle activity was pre-amplified using miniature pre-amplifiers on the cat's backpack. The activity was additionally amplified and filtered (30-1500 Hz band pass) using a CyberAmp 380 amplifier (Axon Instruments), sampled at 3 kHz, and stored on a computer hard drive. For analysis, raw electromyographs were full-wave rectified and averaged using a central moving average with a time window of 20 ms (Fig. 2E ). For each locomotor task (Fig. 1B) , muscle activity was averaged over 10-40 strides recorded during the same testing session, and compared between the tasks.
Processing of neuronal activity
Neuronal data from right foot steps that landed on the displaceable crosspiece no. 7 were analysed. The onset of the stance phase on crosspiece no. 5 was taken as the beginning of the stride to crosspiece no. 7. The duration of each stride was divided into 20 equal bins. Neuronal activity during strides in each of the seven conditions was compared for overall similarity using a support vector machine (SVM) trained on spiking activity during individual runs (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995; Stark & Abeles, 2007; Jochumsen et al., 2013) . Specifically, to test the similarity of a neuron discharge during a pair of conditions, data from each of the two conditions were segmented into two groups, one to train an SVM classifier (training group), and one to test the classifier (test group). To minimize uncontrolled variables, such as walking speed, segmentation into training and test groups was stratified, with every other step being placed into the training (or test) group. Optimal splitting criteria between the two conditions were developed based on the neuronal activity in the training group (e.g. Fig. 3A and B shows individual traces on the top and average activity profiles at the bottom for two selected conditions). The splitting criteria were applied to the test group, and used to classify steps into one of the two conditions (Fig. 3C ). Individual neuron responses were analysed in a minimum of 20 strides, and compared between the tasks.
Histological procedures
At the termination of experiments, cats were deeply anaesthetized with 50 mg/kg pentobarbital sodium. Several reference lesions were made in the region of the motor cortex, from which neurons were sampled (Fig. 2C ). Cats were then perfused with isotonic saline followed by a 3% formalin solution. Frozen brain sections of 50 lm thickness were cut in the regions of the recording electrodes. The tissue was stained for Nissl substance with cresyl violet. Positions of the recording tracks in the motor cortex were estimated in relation to the reference lesions.
Statistical analyses
To assess the differences between kinematic and EMG waveform data among the locomotor tasks, the difference between the initial and minimal values of the waveform and the difference between the final and minimal values during the swing phase of the stride were calculated. These two metrics are termed 'initial amplitude' and 'final amplitude', respectively, and are demonstrated for a sample waveform (elbow joint dynamics) in Fig. 3D . In addition, comparisons were performed for either true-time (kinematic) or and 'B'. The raw activity was converted into a frequency histogram of the neuron firing rate (bottom traces; thick line represents that individual step, thin line represents the average for all steps in the condition). Groups of strides made in each condition were split into training and test sets. Strides in the training set were used to develop SVM splitting criteria between the two conditions (see text for details). (C) Neuronal activity during steps in the test set was classified according to these splitting criteria. If neuronal activity was correctly classified more often than would be expected by chance, the neuron was considered to discharge differently between the two conditions, thus exhibiting a 'response'. The classification accuracy in this example was 86%, so the neuron distinguished between the two conditions (P < 0.05; ttest for proportions). (D) Profiles of joint angles and EMG activity were compared between conditions using the amplitude of the difference between the initial and minimum value (Initial Amplitude) and the difference between the minimum value and final value (Final Amplitude) during the swing phase of the step cycle. A typical averaged trace of elbow joint movement during the swing phase is shown.
normalized-cycle (EMG) traces through the stride from crosspiece no. 5 to crosspiece no. 7. An unpaired t-test was used to assess the differences in kinematic or EMG parameters during different conditions. To determine the characteristic responses to each condition, initial and final amplitude calculations for kinematic and EMG data were averaged between cats, with equal weight given to data from each subject, and a final composite was developed.
The activity of each recorded neuron was analysed individually, and neuronal populations collected from each cat were compared in aggregate to ensure that neuronal properties were similar between subjects. To assess the overall differences in neuronal activity between tasks, the prediction accuracy of SVM methods was tested. If SVM methods correctly identified which group a particular step belonged to more often than would be expected by chance (Fig. 3C) , the neuron was considered to distinguish between the two conditions. Theoretical chance levels for classifying between conditions are 50% and, to test for classifier bias, a bootstrapping procedure was performed with data from the same condition. This procedure produced a mean classification accuracy of 50.3%, not significantly different from the theoretical chance level. The SVM procedure was repeated for all combinations of conditions (n = 21). To assess the bin-wise differences in neuronal activity between tasks, an unpaired t-test was used with a significance level of P < 0.05. To assess the significance of correlation, the t-test was applied to the Fisher transformation of Pearson's R coefficient.
Statistical methods for the comparison of discharges of individual neurons between locomotion tasks have been reported elsewhere , and will be briefly outlined here. A 20 bin phase histogram of spike activity of the neuron in the stride cycle was generated and averaged over all selected cycles. The first bin was considered to follow the last bin, and the last bin was considered to precede the first bin. The 'depth' of modulation (dM), characterizing fluctuation in the probability of the discharge, was calculated as dM = (N max ÀN min )/ N 9 100%, where N max and N min are the number of spikes in the maximal and minimal histogram bin, and N is the total number of spikes in the histogram. Neurons with dM > 4% were judged to be stride-related. In stride-related neurons, the period of elevated firing was defined as the portion of the cycle in which the activity level exceeds the minimal activity by 25% of the difference between the maximal and minimal frequencies in the neuronal discharge histogram. The 'preferred phase' of discharge of each neuron with a single period of elevated firing was assessed using circular statistics (Batshelet, 1981; Drew & Doucet, 1991; Fisher, 1993 ; see also Beloozerova et al., 2003; Sirota et al., 2005) , whereas neurons exhibiting two or more periods of elevated firing were excluded from this analysis.
For comparisons of the discharge rate, depth of modulation, and preferred phase of individual neurons between the tasks, differences equal to or greater than AE20%, AE20%, and AE10%, respectively, were considered significant. These criteria were established based on the results of a bootstrapping analysis (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) , which compared the differences in discharges between various reshufflings of strides of the same locomotion task and found that natural activity fluctuations of neurons in layer V of the motor cortex remained within these limits with 95% confidence . Thus, when these limits were exceeded, we assumed that it was the difference between locomotion tasks that caused it. The parameters of activity of groups of neurons were compared using Student's unpaired t-test.
Results
Recordings of the activity of 151 neurons from layer V of the motor cortex, two forelimb muscles, and forelimb kinematics were obtained from two cats.
Movement adaptation strategies between known and unexpected perturbations were distinct
In each condition, the kinematics of the stride to the displaced crosspiece were adjusted such that the foot could successfully land on it. The kinematic strategies used, however, depended on the timing of the displacement of the crosspiece. This was true for both longer and shorter strides. During the unexpected displacement conditions, to make the step either smaller or larger than normal, the cat produced accurate steps by altering the duration of the swing, making it shorter or longer, respectively (Fig. 4A) . However, when the location of the crosspiece was known already by the time the cat stepped on the ladder (Kn condition), the cat produced accurate steps by increasing or decreasing limb velocity without altering the duration of the swing phase (Fig. 4B) . Additionally, in the Kn condition, preparatory adjustments were observed, i.e. during the stride preceding the disturbed one, the cat stepped on crosspiece no. 5 either slightly further along in the direction of motion (when a larger step on crosspiece no. 7 was upcoming) or less far along (when a smaller step on crosspiece no. 7 was required) (t = 2.06 for large strides and t = 2.25 for small strides; P < 0.05; Fig. 4C ). However, the kinematics of the preparatory stride, as well as those of the stance phase of the step onto the displaced crosspiece, were similar among all conditions in every other respect (not shown).
The joint displacements during disturbed steps also differed by crosspiece displacement condition. Two major differences were found during the swing phase of the disturbed step between known and unexpected conditions. First, during the Kn condition, kinematic alterations occurred during the early parts of the swing phase (red stars in Fig. 4D -G, H and J), whereas during the Ul and Us conditions, kinematic adaptations only began immediately prior to footfall ( Fig. 4G and I-K) . Second, whereas most joints exhibited changes during perturbed steps in the Kn condition (Fig. 4D-O) , alterations during the unexpected displacement conditions primarily involved more distal joints (Fig. 4G, K and O) .
Muscles responded to a change in the size of the stride
The activity of both recorded muscles (elbow extensor M. triceps and wrist extensor M. extensor digitorum communis) during the entirety of the preparatory step from crosspiece no. 3 on crosspiece no. 5 (Fig. 1B) and the stance phase of the disturbed step on crosspiece no. 7 were similar among conditions (not illustrated). Both muscles exhibited changes to activity during the swing phase of the disturbed step, decreasing it during a small step and increasing it during a large step (Fig. 5A-D) . These changes were observed regardless of the crosspiece displacement condition. The observed changes in terms of the initial and final amplitude during the swing phase were generally consistent between unexpected Ul and Us conditions. In 7/8 comparisons, either both were significantly different from control, or neither were (Fig. 5E-H) . In 5/8 comparisons, the changes observed in the Kn condition were in common with those in the unexpected displacement conditions.
Motor cortex neurons responded to adaptation of movement
Recordings of the activity of 151 neurons from layer V of the motor cortex were obtained. The activity of 114 neurons was recorded during all seven conditions (Fig. 1B) ; the activity of the remaining 37 neurons was recorded only during control and four unexpected displacement conditions. Neuronal data were collected from 37 tracks through the motor cortex, i.e. from 13 tracks in cat 1 and 24 tracks in cat 2 (Fig. 2A) . The activity of 59 neurons from cat 1 and 92 neurons from cat 2 was analysed. During locomotion in the control condition on the ladder with evenly spaced crosspieces, the preferred phases of discharges for the population were distributed throughout the step The initial and final amplitude for the MCP joint angle in different conditions. Black represents the control condition (50 cm step), red represents a Kn requiring a small or large step (45 or 55 cm step, respectively), blue represents an unexpected Ul disturbance requiring such a step, and green represents an unexpected Us disturbance. Stars indicate significant differences against the control condition; coloured stars represent significant differences between a single condition and control.
cycle, although more neurons had preferred phases during swing (Fig. 6A) . To test if neuronal responsivity to displacement of the crosspiece was similar between cats, the overall SVM prediction accuracy was calculated between the control and test conditions, and compared. The mean SVM prediction accuracy was similar between the neuronal populations collected from each cat (57.2 AE 3.1% vs. 58.7 AE 2.5%, P > 0.05). Sixty-nine percent of all neurons (104/ 151) responded to the disturbance of the stride on the motorized crosspiece. Neurons exhibiting a response fell into two major categories. Unidirectional neurons, representing 40% of the total population, responded only to large or small steps, but not both, and bidirectional neurons, representing 30% of the population, responded to both large and small steps, most often increasing activity during large steps and decreasing activity during small steps. The remaining 30% did not exhibit a response. Examples of a unidirectional and a bidirectional neuron are shown in Fig. 6B and C, respectively.
To make the step larger than normal, 29.6% of unidirectional neurons increased their average discharge rate by 17.3 AE 2.6% on average, whereas 13.9% decreased it by approximately the same . Neuronal activity and response characteristics. (A) Population preferred phase of discharge throughout the step cycle and mean population vector (black arrow). Light grey indicates the swing phase of the step cycle, and dark grey indicates the stance phase. Examples of SVM-identified neuronal responses to stepping on a disturbed crosspiece for a unidirectional neuron (neuron no. 4183) (B) and a bidirectional neuron (neuron no. 4139) (C). Thick traces show mean activity during large steps (higher activity), thin traces show mean activity during small steps (lower activity), and mediumthick traces show mean activity during control steps. Average percentage change in discharge rate throughout the step cycle for unidirectional (D) and bidirectional (E) neurons. Thin lines represent small steps, and thick lines represent large steps. sp, spike.
amount. In addition, 23.7% of unidirectional neurons increased the depth of their stride-related activity modulation by 25.8%, whereas another 29.0% decreased it by 32.7%. Only 5.3% of unidirectional neurons changed the preferred phase of their discharge during large steps and that change was 10% of the step cycle on average.
To make the step smaller than normal, 44.4% of unidirectional neurons decreased their average discharge rate by 18.5 AE 2.8% on average, whereas only 2.8% increased it. Changes to discharge were distributed approximately equally throughout the step cycle for unidirectional neurons responding to large and small steps (Fig. 6D) . In addition, 19.4% of unidirectional neurons increased the depth of their stride-related activity modulation by 24.3%, whereas another 24.1% decreased it by approximately the same amount. In contrast to large steps, 23.2% of unidirectional neurons changed the preferred phase of their discharge during small steps by 15-17.5% of the step cycle on average. Changes to the preferred phase were equally likely to shift the neuron's activity earlier or later in the cycle.
Bidirectional neurons responded differently to steps that were smaller or larger than normal. Specifically, more bidirectional cells responded to large steps by increasing their average discharge rate than did so in response to small steps (39.7% vs. 28.3%; t = 2.44, P = 0.019). This increase was 22.4% on average. Similarly, more bidirectional cells responded to small steps by decreasing their average discharge rate than did so in response to large steps (31.2% vs. 17.7%; t = 3.49, P = 0.0011). This decrease was 26.1% on average. For both large and small steps, changes to the discharge rate occurred primarily during the swing phase (Fig. 6E) . Bidirectional neurons also distinguished between large and small steps in how they changed the depth of their stride-related modulation. More bidirectional cells responded to large steps by increasing their depth of modulation (19.4% vs. 11.4%; t = 2.87, P = 0.0062) by 23.8%, and more cells responded to small steps by decreasing their depth of modulation (50.5% vs. 38.1%; t = 2.41, P = 0.020) by 26.8%. In addition, bidirectional cells more often changed the preferred phase of their activity in response to small than large steps (29.5% vs. 17.6%; t = 3.14, P = 0.003). However, during both large steps and small steps, bidirectional neurons cells nearly always shifted the preferred phase to a position later in the cycle.
Neuronal response likelihood depended on whether disturbance was known or unexpected
Neurons were considerably more likely to respond during either of the unexpected displacement conditions than during the Kn condition, especially during large steps (Fig. 7A) . However, neurons commonly responded to multiple conditions, and 20% of the total population responded to steps on the displaced crosspiece during all three timing conditions (Fig. 7B) . Many neurons responded to only two out of the three conditions. Of these, neurons responding to the Ul and Us conditions, but not the Kn condition, were the most common type, and represented 11% of the total population (Fig. 7B) . Neuronal responses during the swing phase of the disturbed step were nearly twice as common as responses during the stance phase (Fig. 7C) . Although this characteristic was observed across all conditions, responses during the late stance and early swing phases were significantly more common for the unexpected displacement conditions (Fig. 7D) . 
Neuronal responses were direction-sensitive
To understand what factors influenced whether or not motor cortical neurons responded during the different test conditions, the relationship between SVM classification accuracy during the various disturbed conditions was compared to determine if neurons that responded to a certain disturbance would respond to other disturbances that were similar, either in the direction of crosspiece displacement, or the timing at which the crosspiece displacement occurred. A representative scatterplot showing direction sensitivity is shown in Fig. 8A . Neurons exhibiting a response during a short or long step in one timing condition were more likely to exhibit a response during steps of the same size in another timing condition. This relationship was uniformly stronger for larger-than-normal steps (Fig. 8C) . Large steps, whether they were made in the Kn, Ul, or Us condition, were generally similar in terms of changes to the discharge rate, depth of modulation, and preferred phase of discharge. A representative example of a unidirectional neuron responding similarly to all large steps, but not small steps, is shown in Fig. 8E . There were a few notable differences, however. For larger-than-normal steps, as the time available for the stride modification increased from Us to Ul to Kn conditions, progressively more neurons responded by decreasing the average discharge rate (10.6% vs. 17.8% vs 20.0%, respectively) or by shifting their preferred phase to a position later in the step cycle (8.5% vs. 11.1% vs. 20.0%, respectively). For smaller-than-normal steps, the reduction in the average discharge rate was significantly greater for the small step made in the Us condition than for such a stride made in the Ul or Kn conditions (À32.7% vs. À22.4% and À19.3%, respectively).
A representative scatterplot showing the latency sensitivity of neuronal responses is shown in Fig. 8B . In contrast to exhibiting generally consistent responses to steps of the same size, neurons exhibiting a response during a large or a small step were no more or less likely to exhibit a response when the crosspiece was displaced in a different direction at the same latency (Fig. 8D ).
Responses to unexpected disturbances preferentially involved neurons that were already active
The relationship between SVM classification accuracy and a variety of neuronal activity characteristics, including discharge rate, modulation with respect to the stride cycle, and preferred phase of discharge, were compared to determine which characteristics might predict a neuron's responses to disturbance in the stepping. Of these characteristics, only the discharge rate was found to exhibit a consistent relationship with neuronal responses. Figure 9A -C shows scatter plots of the neuronal discharge rate during the swing phase and mean SVM classification accuracy for the Kn, Ul, and Us conditions, respectively. As the time available for stride modification decreased, the swing discharge rate became increasingly related to the likelihood of neurons responding to a larger or smaller step (R 2 = 0.0326 vs. R 2 = 0.0449 vs. R 2 = 0.0739, respectively). However, this correlation was only significant for unexpected disturbances (Fig. 9D) . Therefore, in the Ul and Us conditions, the neurons that responded tended to be those that were already active when the step was not disturbed, whereas in the Kn condition, many neurons responded that were not active when the step was not disturbed.
Neuronal responses to unexpected short-notice disturbances were often unique
The majority of neurons distinguished between short and long steps when crosspiece displacement occurred at the same time (66% of neurons, 99/151). Such differences were more common in either of the unexpected displacement conditions (Fig. 10A) . However, it was far less common for neurons to exhibit different responses to displacements occurring in the same direction, but with different timing; only 25% of neurons (38/151; t = 7.71, P = 1.6E-12) responded in this manner. However, such 'unique' responses between conditions involving steps of the same size did occur, and an example is shown in Fig. 10B . Unique responses were most common for the unexpected Us displacement condition (Fig. 10C) . Most frequently, the difference in the neuronal responses occurred during the stance-to-swing phase transition, for both small and large steps ( Fig. 10D and E) .
Discussion
It is apparent from our data that the strategies used to adapt to constraints in the walking environment differ depending on whether those constraints are known or unexpected, and that these strategies are consistent whether crosspiece displacement cause strides to be longer or shorter than normal. These distinctions persist despite the fact that both known and unexpected displacement conditions imposed identical constraints on foot placement, strongly suggesting that distinct motor planning and control processes are at work in the known vs. unexpected displacement conditions. Analysis of motor cortical neuron responses supports this conclusion, showing different likelihoods of response depending on whether crosspiece displacement is known or unexpected. Neuronal responses during unexpected displacement conditions were significantly higher during the transition between the stance and swing phases, and neuronal adaptations were more likely to involve neurons that were discharging at high rates during the control locomotion task. Although the activity in recorded muscles was similar between known and unexpected displacement conditions, this is not unexpected. These muscles are primarily active during the final portions of the swing phase and, during this portion of the movement, joint kinematics during both known and unexpected displacement conditions were altered in a similar manner.
Although this study is the first to directly demonstrate that different neuronal and kinematic mechanisms are employed during unexpected and expected gait modifications, the results are consistent with those observed in previous studies. The kinematic and EMG profiles observed during locomotion are consistent with those of previous reports from our laboratory and other investigators (e.g. Drew, 1988; Prilutsky et al., 2005; Gregor et al., 2006; Krouchev et al., 2006; Beloozerova et al., 2010) . In addition, the motor adaptations employed to step onto the displaced crosspiece are similar to data reported by Drew (1988) , in that increases of the length of the step (large steps) involved increased EMG activity in the triceps and extensor digitorum communis muscles, and, commonly, increases in the discharge rates of motor cortical neurons. We additionally found that, when the length and trajectory of the step decreased (small steps), EMG activity and neuronal discharge rates also often decreased. Although Drew (1988) observed that EMG adjustments principally involved flexor muscles, this author also saw consistent changes in extensors, albeit on a smaller scale. Motor adaptations during unexpected displacement conditions exhibited minimalistic changes to kinematics, as Patla et al. (2004) demonstrated for visually-guided trajectory modifications during walking in humans.
With respect to neuronal activities, during the Kn condition, we found similar proportions (approximately 40%, Fig. 7 ) of motor cortical neurons responding to gait adjustments in landing on crosspieces located closer to or further away from the cat, as Amos et al. (1990) found for landing on crosspieces displaced vertically higher or lower. However, whereas Marple-Horvat et al. (1993) commonly observed fast motor cortical responses to unexpected crosspiece displacements at approximately 40 ms following displacement onset, we observed no such response. This is probably due to the fact that their paradigm involved displacement of the crosspiece only after the forelimb was placed upon it, probably activating proprioceptive feedback circuits, whereas ours involved displacement in advance of paw placement.
Known and unexpected motor adaptations reflect feedforwarddriven and feedback-driven motor control processes
The different motor adaptations observed in the known and unexpected displacement conditions suggest the use of feedforwarddriven and feedback-driven motor control processes, respectively. Motor adaptations during the Ul and Us conditions were restricted to the final 25% of the swing phase, and no preparatory adjustments were observed (Fig. 4) . These adjustments followed a classical profile observed in many feedback-driven human reaching tasks, in which corrective motor adaptations are made during the final portions of a visually-guided, accuracy-dependent movement (e.g. Woodsworth, 1899; Meyer et al., 1988; Milner, 1992) . In contrast, motor adaptations during the Kn condition exhibited preparatory adjustments in advance of the step onto the displaced crosspiece, as well as differences throughout the movement (Fig. 4C-O) , which is consistent with a forward-modelled motor plan (e.g. Wolpert & Kawato, 1998; Kawato, 1999) .
Implications for the role of the motor cortex in adaptations to locomotion
The observed preference for already-active neurons to respond in the unexpected displacement conditions (Fig. 9 ) may reflect complexities in integrating motor adaptations to movements that are currently in progress. It might be expected that the comparatively extensive alterations observed in the kinematics of limbs displaced in the Kn condition would require more substantive changes to motor cortex activity than in the unexpected displacement conditions. This was not the case. Rather, neuronal responses in the known condition were significantly less frequent than in unexpected displacement conditions (Fig. 7A ). This sheds light on how corrective motor commands are generated in these two situations. It was shown that the posterior parietal cortex is involved in planning gait adaptations during complex locomotion tasks (Andujar et al., 2010; Marigold et al., 2011) , and lesions to this structure compromise gait modifications (Lajoie & Drew, 2007) . Because many neurons in the posterior parietal cortex discharge well in advance of gait modifications, this structure may selectively activate efficient synergies of neurons (Drew et al., 2008) , or activate alternate descending tracts involved in corrective motor commands, such as the rubrospinal (Pettersson et al., 1997) or reticulospinal (Pettersson & Perfiliev, 2002) tracts. This latter activation would require less extensive motor cortical adaptations to successfully place the paw on the displaced rung. During the unexpected displacement conditions, however, due to time constraints, already-activated synergies could be modified to accommodate the crosspiece displacement, regardless of whether or not these synergies are the most efficient for the task. This would entail modification of already-active neurons in the unexpected displacement conditions, which we have observed, and activation of otherwise inactive neuronal populations, as was observed in the Kn condition (Fig. 8A-D) .
The differences in neuronal adaptations found in this experiment also suggest that a dynamical model of the motor cortex, which has been posed for reaching tasks (e.g. Churchland et al., 2010 Churchland et al., , 2012 , could also potentially be generalized to locomotion. Under this framework, there is an optimal neuronal preparatory state for the generation of a given movement task (Churchland & Shenoy, 2007) , and the movement proceeds mechanistically from that state (Churchland et al., 2010) . Indeed, the idea of a dynamical system guiding behaviour is not new, researchers as early as Nikolai Bernstein recognized that the effect of centrally-generated impulses on the body is not constant over time, but rather is strongly dependent on the state of the motor periphery (Bernstein, 1967) . During locomotion, the coordination of proprioceptive reflexes among different joints of the leg changes over the course of the movement, and on this basis it was suggested that centrally-generated mechanisms act to optimally organize and prepare the periphery for the production of movement behaviours.
Our results support this assertion. Regardless of whether the condition is Kn, Ul or Us, all large steps are of the same size, and all small steps are of the same size. Thus, the spatial constraints on how long the step can be are identical in all three test conditions, and all that differs between the conditions is how much time the cat has to prepare. If the generation of movements in the motor cortex is occurring as a dynamical system, neuronal discharges should exhibit two specific characteristics. First, because the spatial constraints are identical, neural activity should be nearly identical. Thus, neuronal activity during long steps should be relatively similar to one another, and neuronal activity during short steps should be similar to one another. We observed that neuronal responses to displacements in the same direction were often similar for all steps of the same size ( Fig. 8A and C) , suggesting that similar adjustments in neuronal activity are used to make all such steps, regardless of when the crosspiece displaced. Second, when the preparatory state is incorrect due to an unexpected change in the movement environment, neuronal activity should rapidly adjust to converge with the optimal preparatory state, as observed in Ames et al. (2014) . The similarity in neuronal activity for small and large steps, respectively, between the Kn, Ul, and Us conditions is shown in Fig. 10D and E. What we see is that neuronal activity is most different (stars) prior to the swing phase onto the moving rung. Once the swing phase begins, neuronal activity in each of the test conditions converges and becomes very similar to one another.
Motor adaptations do not correspond to energetic cost minimization
It is difficult to reconcile the results of this study with predictions of the expected outcomes from optimal feedback control theory using an energy-minimizing cost function (e.g. Todorov, 2004; Diedrichsen et al., 2009) . In the Kn condition, the cat does not directly observe the crosspiece shift positions -the shift occurs before the cat enters that portion of the corridor. Thus, when the cat first observes the ladder, the crosspiece is already in its final (shifted) position and the cat can plan its movements ahead of time. For this reason, one might expect that the trajectory modifications to step onto the displaced crosspiece in the Kn condition would be 'optimal' and involve the minimal energetic cost relative to the control step, and that the motor control strategy used in the Ul and Us conditions might be 'suboptimal' and involve higher energetic cost, as the cat has little time for preparation and must adapt its walking trajectory rapidly. Although we were not able to directly measure the energetic costs involved in each condition, the observed kinematic responses do not correspond to this prediction. The observed kinematic responses were far more extensive in the known condition, involving both proximal and distal joints, whereas the responses in the unexpected conditions primarily involved the more distal joints (Fig. 4) . This does not comply with the principle of muscle effort minimization or the related principle of minimal muscle torque change (Nakano et al. 1999 ).
It appears more likely that the global motor control strategy during locomotion, perhaps including the selection of synergies, is determined well in advance of the step in question, and may not correspond to energetic cost minimization. This global strategy may then be tuned to arrive at a locally optimal control strategy based on any unexpected or emergent constraints imposed on the behaviour. Local optimality may be defined by the minimal kinematic adjustment required to successfully accommodate the disturbance , or may reflect the simplest adjustment to compute, given the hierarchical relationship between joints (Dounskaia, 2005) . However, it appears that there is a fundamental distinction between the neuronal, muscular, and kinematic motor control strategies employed when a constraint is known and planned for, and when one unexpectedly emerges and must be immediately adapted to.
